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Oral Reading: Does It Reflect Decoding or ComprehensionA

Joseph H. Danks and Ramona- Feats

.Rent State University

.

t. 4 How will most elementary school teachers deterpihe whether

ji child can read? Aeteecherlikely will hand the child a

book at the child's estimated reading leVel and will ask the child

to read. Thatthe reading is to be aloud is usually not stated

; butunderstoOd implicitly by both teacher and child. What read-
,

ing activity'im commonly found.in most traditional lowerelemen-

tary grade classrOoms?. The children will be reading aloud indi-

vidually or in unison. Oial reading prpvides the teacher with a

qui'ek evaluation of each child's progress as well as practicing

the'child on at least some aspects of reading. Although oral

readingtsa-widely used procedure, what specificcoMponents of

the reading process, are assessed, and what reading skills are

developed by oral reading?

Two Hypotheses About Oral Reading

A general model;of reading that is commonly assumed proposes

that print,input.i4:firit decoded into a phbnoloiical code that

has most orthe,characteristics of an oral, 'verbal input. This

code is then comprehendedby the usual routines of language

3
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comprehension that the child has developed for speech% These

two stagei of reading are usually seen as discrete stages that
- 4

can be taught-independently. This assumption has lead to a
* .

division of reading instruction into teaching decoding and com-

prehension. Decoding (legends only mipimally on compfetiehsion

although some investigators posit downstream effects developed

from top-diown models of comprehensiori.- For example, a major

aspect of Goodman's informed-guessing model (Goodman, 1967) views

'previously cCaprehendediaeriai as facilitating the decoding of

print. HOWever, these downstream influences of comprehension on

decoding are usually not thought to. be essential for successful

decoding, but are only helpful when the contextual information is4I0

available. On the other hand, comprehension is'necessarily depend-
,

ent on decoding fon the representat4.on on)y.ch to operate.

Except for providing the input for comprehension, however, the

'decoding process does not directly affect thg comprehension pro-
.

4
case.

.

Given this rough two-stage Model of readingwhere does oral

Production fit? The motor production aspect o;'orail reading must

be tacked onto the reading` process per he because there is no .

. , .

-.. Production, component explicit in the decoding-comprehension m6del, .

. _...,
.- .

There are two general hypotheses as to when oral prodUction is

initiated in the reading process.. These hypotheses are i:llustrai
.

.

4
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The decoding hypothesis is that oral production is

ated tmmediately following decoding (point'"A" in Figure 1).

Otal reading then would serve to practice the Initial decoding

stage. In this case,there might be no comprehension of the text

at all. Or oral prOduction and comprehension might progress in

parallel. Or comprehension might occur much later than the oral

production, perhaps even as the reader listens to him/herself.

talk. Oral production is initiated on the basis of the phoilologi-

dal code that is the output of decoding. Chiidien sometimes imi-

tate speech without cOmpriithension, so 'it. ifiOuld not seem-unreason-

able that beginning readers might initiate oral production on

the baisis of the phonological.code without comprehending the mes-

sage first.

The second hypothesis is ,that oral production is initiated

only after comprehension processes have constructed a semantic

reprosontationot the message (point 'A" in Figure 1). This-is

the comprehensiqn hypothesis.. Oral, production is initiated from

the semantic representation and not from the phonologicil code

that iodated at an earlier point in the process. In fact, the

5
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verbal ;code may have dissolved with comprehension 'ea that only 410,
. .

It

.%
-the seitantic

.

reprefeitatton remains. The oral-production4rocess,
e

.

beginning with the semantic representation'i.resembIes sentence

,produotion in its essential components.; A speaker his an idea

thatlifehe wishes! to express, and 0 translates that idea into

linguistic foils and then into sieleCh: In oral reading, the*.seman-
. .

. P

tic representation.of the printedmessage-/constitutes the idea

that serves As input to fle.production procesi.

These two hypoteses',ere'really'classes_of hypotheses repre-

Oepting variations depending on .the specific conception of decod-

Jaw, comprehension, and speech production._.For example, compre-

411'hension is described as if it were a single process with a fixed

beginning and a fixed termination. However, comprehention may
.

IIbe.a loop'', collection of processing iiritegies, rathef that a

single rohtine, The poiiible variatigns in these two claisses-'of
.

, /.:,

hypdtheses will become evident. For- a moment they serve as
, '.

.

convenient .touchstdnes to
conceptualli4

p the question of'hoW oral
,'

production meshes with the reading piOcess. The two hypotheses

3--

can be differentiated further by comparing'two_types of readers

that appear to embody each hypothesis.. .

. I.
lord bailers. The decoding 'hypothesis is supported by reading

'disibleethildren labeled word callers. (Smith; Goodman & Meredith;

1,976). Thole are children who can read alocitet who do not

6
.
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understand what they, have read. One wooldasiume on the basis of

; their oral reading performance-that they could road. lknmwer,

wilen thel, are tested: for comprehension' of ,the message, they_ have

119

at best a understanding Of what. they have just read.

Word callers' undetstandingis not caproVedwhen they are per-
,

Bitted to read silently. Although it:is not clear what they .re

doing when they are silent reading, other than staring at-the.

page, thftir understandin4:is not Increalal. $o the problem is

not that their normal comprehension process is being disrupted by

the additional task of having to read aloud. In terms of our

general model, then, word callers support the decoding hypothesis

since their, oral production must be *nitiated immediately following

decoding, but before compiehension occurs.

At one time or anothet, many adults have had the experience

of reading aloud without ;omprehendiong. When just learning A

foreign language, Many people pass through-a.phase.when'they can

read albud in the Second langirige4-BuX'not understand.whit they

are reading. Or when tbading 'same particularly difficult text. -

like a. philosophic treatise, one might read itt aloud to allow more
,..

time .to think about_ what is being said, butt still might not under-
, ,

4'

stand what is written, It does riot seen unspasonable, then, that

some beginning readers mtght become arrested at an early point in
,

reading acquisition such that they,1*m.read aloud based on their
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IdeCoding skills, but not comprehend the message.

There is considerable:didpute:, however7-as to wh4ther word

callers really exist or even wh#t the criteria are for so label-

120

ing'a child. Goodman claims that "remedial reading classes are

filled with youngsters in late eIementary'and secondary schools

who can sound out words but get little meaning from their read-
.

ing" (1973b, p. 491), althougli-te adduces no statistics td

/support'that claim. Other readingspecialisto claim that the-

/ ,a
.. .

.

.

aumbeg of true U/ord callers is exceedingly small; that children

who are labeled word callers 5; s.classroom teachers have1
4

poor decoding skills and/or poor language comprehension skills

as well.

Whatcriterii should.be considered in classifying a:child 6

'a word caller? Consider the traditional definition: fie/ihe must

be able to read aloud' reasonably well andmot understand what was

jead. First, what,is meant by "reasonably well"? At minimum,

he/she must read at close to the typical rate for comprehending

readers, with about the same number of errors, and with normal

Intonation. There .is some question whether word callers can

meet these criteria. For example, poor readers tend to read with

a list intonation (Clay & Imlach, 1971). Reading with a list

intonation is a clear'clue to a lack of oompiehension because deCod-
.

ing punctuation and combining that information with the. weaning. 41.1

8
4
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of the passage leads to intonation Patterns More typical of
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Speech.' Secondly, what.is:meant,by "not.Understande? The key

problem here is whetherthe Child can understand the.passige if :

it Were preiented aurally. If adults.have the foreign language

test or the phijosOphy essay read aloud, they would:not unde;stand

it, any bettei than when, they read it themselves. If the child

does not comOrehead when listening, the problem may be attribut-

'able to S-general language or conceptual deficitratherthan to

a deficiency in reading-specific comprehension skills or in the

coordination of decoding and comprehension processes.

word callersmay be related, to a class of children labeled
. .

hyperlexics who are superficially similar to word callers in
, . .

their reading behavior .(Mehegan & Dreifuss, 1972; Silverberg &

Silverberg,1967, 1968-69). The common-distinguishing feature

is that 'they manifeste4 an unusual and premature talent in reading
c

.(aloud againit a background of generalized failure of development,

or marked impairment, of other language functions" (Mehegan

Dreifuss, 1972, p. 1106). Their reading is a voracious compulsion

that frequently develops in the presdhool years. In_addition,
. 4

they are frequently retarded, autistic, or hyperkinetic. 'Perhaps

the?, children represent an extreme instance of word calling mixed

Alft with an intellectual or emotional disturbance, or they may be a

qualitatively-different type of reader. Given the disagreements
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about both word. callers ana hyperlexics, careful investigations

and descriptionsof both are needed.

Dialect speakers. Readers whose oral reading appears to

support the comprehension hypothesis are those whose oraly. langUage

dialed* is different from the dialect of the primers. The most

salient example in the ,United States are children speaking .21

. Black dialect who learn to read from primers.printed,rn standard

English. When asked; to read aloud,, they produce numerous "errors"

in oral, production, i.e., their speech does not match the speech

that one would expect based on the print. However, their devia-

tions are not arbitrary with respect to the meaning of the text.

111
Many of these "errors", do not change the meaning of the text, but

are a translation ofthe message into'their own dialeCt.
I

Dialectal variation occurs at all linguistic levels although

phonemic miscues.are the most frequent in oral reading (Burke, `

1973). While*Black children may "mispronounce" a printed word so

that it is a homophone of another English word (e.g., /ro/ for

road), they still comprehend the intended meaning of the printed

word (MeLned, 1973). Many other Black English responses in oral

reading are morphological variations, such as dropping regular

. past tense and third person singular endings an verbs and plural

4 and possessive markers on nouns Oosen & Ames, 1972a, 1972b;

Weber,. 1973). ,Lexical substitutions'also occur, for example,

10
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biluet $a mma aid gym shoes for'-sneakers (Burke 1973). HOld

ever, we have fodnd no studies that have reportediCaibs where'
I

dialectal variations changed" meaning more than oral reading

errors of etandard English speakers changed meaning'

In order to translate the text-into their oral dialect with -

out a change in meaning necessitates that Black children first

comprehend the printed teat. A fortiori, they must first decode

the standard English text correctly before comprehending it It-
--,_

is incorrect to claim that these children have deficient decoding

i
skills. In fact, it is inappropriate to label the children with

. s

a reading problei. They know how to read. The variation in oral

reading results kroba variation in speech that is different from
e .

the standard primers' dialect./

At the very least,ioral reading is an inappropriate assess-
.

menttool when applied to these-children unless'ae"errors" are,

. .\
interpreted in terms of the child's own dialect. Hunt (1974-75)%

% . .

scored Blac k-children'i responses on the Gray Orillteading Test

'both according to the manual and correcting for dialettal responeei:

i
She found.an increase of only 0.1 grade level betweenthe two

4

scoridg systems,.although,that differ4nCe was statistically-

ficant. However, the better readers (as'defined by the standard

scoring of the test,' butl(ho Weristill'ipelow grade level) were

helped more, by the dialectal' scoring. They gained,one-half,grade

11
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level an the average with some children gaiiling more than a'wholill

grade level, ,

124

Using oral,reading as in-instructional device in the class-
. .

.

. . .
,

room mast be tempered by -a.tpeCher oho understands
..

tHatla child
, .

who translates into his/her owh'dAalect is reading correctly

(Goodman, 1965a; Goodman' & Buck, A.473; Labov, 1967). Oherwise,
r

the teacher may underestimate.a child's level of `'reading achieveL

mint and may pat undue pressure on the chilalby-constantlys.

t

"correcting" his/her oral productions. The child also may be,

confused because he/she may not understand why the teacher is".

correctingwhit he/she ip reading correctly*(Fasold, 1969).
,

.These children who read orally by
,

translating the primers'
_-

dialect into their own provide conkfincing4evidenOe for the cam-

prehension hypothesie. Accurate comprehension (and therefore

accurate deCoding) must have occ4rred before theschild initiated,

hIs/her oral production.

Research on Oral_Re'illin g.
.

.

Given the identification of these two4types of readers, one

i,

4
4 _

of whom apparentlyveupports eachhypothesii, What* empirical
, . 1 -.

. . , ,.-

0idence is "available? 'Three sources of evidence will be reviewed.
:. :I.- , .

,'
,.. .,*. .

* .

One soUrcgris the analysis of.oral reading errors. The errors_or
. . . ,

.% .:.
miscuesare,evaluated with respect tO'the'rea4ng.procs#ses .that

A %.

elia
4" .



lay behind the performance. A yecond'source of evidence comes

from studies of the eye-voice span. If the eye-voice span

varies with the semantic, syntactic, and/or conce ptlial difficulty.

125'

ex

before uttering the

rea r may
41.

oral' productia,tos

e meaning-

e third'source of evidence
. ,

comes from a task in which 'alterations tare introduced into the

material. -Thealterations can vary acrOss.a wide range of levels,

misspIlling, wrong part of speech, semantically anomalous

or a logical inconsistency.' Whether the oral refer is

disrupted, by a particulardfevef of alteration in the text indicates

t
whether he/she is proCessiAg the Nxt to that level of analysis.

..,

, .-
,

Oral reading errors. Most ok the analyses'Of oral reading
s .

/

have empbasized the .descriptiokOf errors that the reader pro-

dukes as indicative of problem areals7;.in need,oladditional instruc-

tion o; remediation. ,Ariy deviation from the pronvnciition of the

printed Stimulus isseen-kits an error in reading; Os., as-an
.

error

in the intake of print information, rather than being a result,

of differences in speech productidn. The assumption is that a

skilled, fluent reader-ild make few or nO,..rrors.in oral reading.
0

Such an,ass ion is false because even hiihly skilled readers

produce o 1 reading errors. '70,reilectlitil fact and the fict

that errors derive from multiple sources, Gobdman (1969) has re-
0 4

termed them "miscues" Be.definedliscues as "an actual response

13

I
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in "oral reading whiCh does not match theexpected response"

128

(Goodman, 1973a, p. 5): the "expected responte" is what is

normally called "correct" or- a standard dialect .pronunciatiot- of

the. printed stimukus..

_ I-

Anothercommon assumption about oral reading is that it i8

representative of'silent reading in all'major respects. Errdrs,

in oral reading reflect in overt (behavior the 'same errors that the

reader is 'making covertly in silent reading. Oral reading is one

of the few4windows that we have on the...leading process. -However,.

tothe extent that Oral reading errors reflect oral pioduCtion

differences, they are not a valid _measure of silent reading abilA.

A related issue is whether,oral reading is a necessary precur41,
.

sor of silent reading, or whether it.ip an additional task that

detracts from silent reading (Weber, 1468): Chall (1967)

fied various reading approaches on this dimension. Most phonics

proponents, lingu/istic.proponents, and alphabet reformers claim"

.that'oral reading is necessary at the beginning to establish the,

connection to speech comprehension, corresponding to the link

between decoding and comprehension in Figure 1. Once that con-,

nection'has been well established then'oral reading maybe phased

Out. On.the other side,' the basal-reader anaa minority of phonics

-proponents advocate thattbe child should begin silent reading from

the very start. They view.oral reading as a performance.skill
..

14
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that -can be learned later. c.

.A major prOblem'with the literature on oral reading errors

has been the lfck of ereement:on a classification system to
/-.

analyze the errors (Weber,'1968). The classification scheme

reflects the investigators' underlying assumptions about the nature

of the readihg processcbilent,as Well-as oral reading. Those

viewing oral reading primarily as a performance would scdre.hesi-

tations, poor enunciation, and inappropriate intOtation'and phras-

ing as errors (Weber, 1968). However, mostof the recent studies,

have focused on the graphic-phonetic similarity and syntactic-
.

.

semantilp acceptability as two major determinants of. oral reading

4
%errors.,, 10,41

Using spe4ially constructed word lists, pankweiler and

Liberman (1972) found that optical confusability, as exemplified . ,

, by reversals of letter sequence and orientation, sas a much less

, 'significant factor IV producing oral reading errors than were

orthogyaphic factors, such as position of-the sound segments and

phoneme-graphiao correspondences. Initial segmentd were better...
0*

read than. medial or final ones, and consonants were read better

than irowell. -Errors on vowels were predicted by, the number of

posiible orthographic repreieatations.

Usirig word lists as opposed to prose precludes any evaluation

of 'syntactic and semantic determinants. Shankweiler and Liberman-

15
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(1972Y justified their use Of word lists by the fact that there

were significant corrielatLonsaveraging..70 between oral reading

of. lists ofirwordS and- the Gra\Oral Reading Test in each of four

groups Of.children. They concluded,-"the problems of the beginning

reader apply. %p helve more to do with the synthesis of syllables

than with scanning of larger churks of connected text" (Shankweiler

60aberman,:).972, p. 298). However, since the word. list data

accounted for only about 50% of the variance on the Gray Oral

'Reading Teat,

syntactic'and

K

reported that many words that were missed when they appearedon a

considtrable variance remains to be'explained by

semantic components of connected text. Goodman (1965b)
'At

list ofisolated wordit were read correctly when they appeared in

a story 'context!. in fact, first graders read 61%t second graders F.

read 7596 and third graders read 82% of the missed words correctly

given -the syntactic and, semantic constraints of the story.

Semantic constraints usually refer to those that result from

1
the meaning of the sentence constraining what lexical items might

meaniingfully complete the sentence. Semantic information also

4

ical access to the meaning of a word in the mentalcan refer to

dictionary. (Two reported experiMents with isolated words are

particularly relevant here. One by Perfetti and Hogaboam (1975)

reported that more,skilled comprehenders were -more rapid at word

ricognition.(and pronunciation) than were less skilled comprehenders,

16
, 41
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even-Whelk All words were known to both groups._ The 'difference.

. -"between thegroUps was larger for infrequent than for frequent

words. Golinkbff and Aosinski 114761,used a somewhat different

task in which automatic' semantic eccesi"v0u10,Aterier, 4silith the
-;

.

,
subject's performance on picture naming,. They fouhd-Ithati-although''

; Atsss skilledcomprehenders were weak on decqfingotheir semantic'., ,,.

access skills were not impaired. There is a problem with basing

a conclusion-on a finding of no differencebut the notion that

es-
. less skilled cow ehenders are not deficient in a,crittcal component

in general lingui tic processing is useful. Both these results

imply that Bement c access occurredbefore the naming response was,

initiated,

. Other inves J4atori have compared the use of griphic.and

syntactic-semantiC constraints_in connected text. They have

4
unifor:sly reported that the'syntactic-semantic factors dominate the

constraint on errors rather than grapheie-phoneme factors. Out of
o

7674 substitution errOne committed by first graders, Clay (1968)

reported.that 72% were syntactically apprOpxiate, but qnly 4114'

could be attributed-to grapheme- phoneme correspondences. Biemiller

(1970), found that first graders'-graphically similar substitution

.eriors.were less frequent than were contextually appropriate sub-

stitutions. A similir finding has been reported by Weber (1970a,
s

1970b)r; however, good.firstgradereaders were morovinfliienced'by
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graphic similarity thanwere,poor readers....yha. influence o

Visual graphic form appears to constrain the Choice of an

'erroneous response from the set of possible words previously defined

by syntactic and:semantic.constraints The graphic form of A

word does not appeai bobs a primary factor per se.

That the large majority of suiostitlItions errors in oral read-
_

be syntaetiCally and, semantically.appropriate is welling tend to.

documented.!' In onecase, oral reading errors of college students

Were not just syntactically appropriate, but v440.redicted by a

-iormit4raimar,- an augmented transition-net4Ork (Stevens &

Rumelhart, 1975), -Studies by Biemiller (1970), Clay (1968), Cohen
Alk

(1974-75), Goodman (19656), and **bar (1970a, 1970b) reported thatIO,

-
first graders' oral reading errors tend to grammatical and

'meaningful for the context up to the point of the error. Frequently,

the error is grimMatically aid meaningfully consistent with the

remainder of-the sentence as well. If'not, self-coirection usually

occurs (Clay, 1969; Gdodman, 1965b.; Weber,.1970b). Weber (1970a)

- reported that ungrammatical errors were more' graphically similar,

'to the printed word than weri the grammatical errors, illustrating

a trade-oh between these two determinants. BieMille; (1970)

studied first graders longitudinally - through the first grade. He

found an initial phase inldhich.the errors were semantically.appro-

priai4 to the prior context, butp were minimalry'related to the

18
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graphic form of the stimulus word. When during a second phase,

called theLnon -response phasee'the number of errors dropped and

there was an increase in graphically similar substitutions while

the contextual substitutions remained constant., Finally, in the

third phase the perdentAge of contextual subsitutidons increased

while graphic substitutions' remained stable. A comparable

secidence has been reported by Clay (1969) for self- corrections by

first grade children (live years old in New Zealand). Initially:.

-errors Were self-corrected only if they did not make sense in the

context, then visually dissimilar errors were corrected, add

finally,;' both factors were relevant so that only a substitution that

. ,
made sense as well as was graphically similar was left corrected.

There is some.evidence that certain types of oral reading

errors may be a partial function of the instructional program.

The children observed byBiemiller, by Weber, 'and by Clay -were"
. .

receiving reading instructken in meaning-emphasis programs. Cohen

(1974-751 analyzed the oral reading errors -of first gradprs being

taught with a code - emphasis approach. Her results were a bit

differaht from Bielallered in that sh (foundLonly a few readers who

.
g.?went through an initial phase of giv -holistic contextual re-

sponses. _Instead they started out in a brief non-response phase.'

In the matt Owe, /those children produded.a significant number of

mOnsense words. Evidently the imphasis.on sounding out words' and

19
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attempting to pronounce them induced children to make up wordi

based on the graphic ,stimulus. Following the phase in which.

nonsens, errors predominated, the children began producing mean-

word-substitutions as the Context gained in importance.

The primary conctaiion that one derives from studiegvoforal

reading errors' is that.,readers proceed through the comprehension

stage before initiating oral production. How elie could syntactic

and semantic constraints have such a, powerful effect on oral read-

% ii errors unless such were

skilled, adult readers, but

for, good seiftwis well as

hypothesis is substantially

r.

the case? Not only is this true for

it also holds for beginning readers and

.poor readers.. -Thus,. the comprehension

correct and word.cailers exhibit a OAP
reading disability that is qualitatively different from .typical

reading.

While this logid*is''appealing, we argue that it is incorrect.

'Because a child makes a grammatically and semantically Appropriate

error one cannot conclude with certainty that he/she has ehended

the correct meaning for the text. The child may-have constructed

an interpretation or meaning for the prior text and filled in
ex

unknown, missing, or unsampled words on the basis of the constructed

meaning. On some,Opsions the constructed,ftaning will be the i#

same as the textUal meaning, but this does not necessarily Indicate'

that the child Correctly processed, the word through to its,semantic

20
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representation,inthe-sontence and then substituted, a synonym at
a.

production.: If a child accurately comprehended the text poor to

making an error (the comprehension hypothesis), then not only -

would the error be acceptable in the context, but it Would be.a

close paraphrase as well. ilithertore, there 'would be no need to

correct the error because there would be no inconsistency with the

'remainder of the.sentence. HowleVer,* there is d reasonable proba-

bility that a.substitution error will be self-corrected becausetit

is ungrammatical or inconsistent with the remainder of-the sentence

(Clay, 1969; .toodman, 1965b; Weber, 1970b). Such a self-correction
'

strategy implies that the child predicts a meaning, produces an

Oral response. that is appropriate for that meaning, realizes that

the substitution is inconsistent with the later text,'and then

'repeatk to correct the error.

Our-argumeni,is that there are at'least two possible mecha-

nisms for syntacticktly and semantically appropriate errors in

oral reading. ,Ons is what we originally suggested as the coMpre-

hension hypothesis. That is, the error is an output error in

Which the message was correctly comprehended, but-then-was translated

into the reader's idiolect. This is the mechanism proposed for.

the dialect readers. The second possible mechanism is that the

substitution is generated fro* the preceding context. In this

4
case, the word is not actually read but a response is produced based

21 -,
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representation of the preceding text. This pat--
4

primarily under speed pressure ormhen'the word
- -

.

response is requfred. This latter mechanism

corresponds in many respects to Biemillees (1970) first phase

in Whikthe first grader, respond with a contextually appropriate-

response thit may not have a close correspondence to what is

actually sprinted: The actual graphic display takes second place

'to:grammatical acceptability. Reasonable as thie4pight be as a

tactic' for the young reader, he must sooner or'later read what is
.

A'

actually Written rather than what he invents" (Gibl4kn & Levin,

1975, p.1281).

The difference between the two mechanism may be reflected III

comparing-the reading errors-with the child's own idiolect. If the

oral production is an accurate translation of the message of the

/ printed test into ipe child's idiolect, then ore would be justi-

.fied in concluding that the error represented an output error. If

a Black child deleted -markers for past tense, third peison singular,

pluiality, or _possession (Rosen & Ames, 1970a, 1970b), then one

reasonably could conclude that the errors were output errors. But),

taking an example frbe Weber (1970b), .if a reader substituted

dimes for money), it 'is more likely that he/she ignored the 'graphic

stimulus and generated the'srtor from the prior context,

Perhaps 'the two mechanisms can. be differentiated by the lei,

22
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of the error. Pronunciation and morphological errors occurring at
N'

a relatively law level would result from Oki productloh differences;

,
,.a. _

but more complex syntactic and semantic substittildlons would repre-
.

.
. .

4(7nt contextually based responses.'. This interpretrtion probably

Li, not adequate. Consider another example,Ii. bm Weber (1970b) .

She called "Iewill see _what is it' an-Ungrammati 1 response tO

the printed- sentence, I will see 'what it ire It is passible that .

the erroneous. response is grammatical'in the child's idiolect.

The failure to invert the subject-and predicate in embedded relative

clauses is one stage in a child's acquisition of embedded clause's

(Meniruk, 1§69). Although the failure of inversion more typically

/ -
is found in nlirsery School Children than in first graders, any

one of several factors, e.g., slight oral language delay in. this

particular childlycould axplaipits presence; Although no infor-

mation was reported about this child's idiolect, the example dOes

illustrate that we cannot identify any particular level of oral

reading error as eithei an output error or a contextual erior with-
,

bUt a comparison with the child's oral language.

.The production of a syntactically and semantically appropriate

errors in oral reading does not allow the teacher automatically to

'infer that the child is comprehending and therefore reading ade-
v

quately..10nly. after a comparLion with the Child's idiolect, rather

than acomperison with an adult's responses to the same graphic

23
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stimulus, can one determine whether the error represents a

ion based on a veridical semantic representation or a

guess basecron the preceding text.,
I ,

Eye-voice span. When moderately skilled readers read alou,

the eye is fixated onithsline of print somewhat in advance of the

word being vocalized. This difference (typically measured in

words) is called the eye -'voice span.- The eye-voice Span is

Influenced by a number of factors--age and skill level of the-

reader .(Levin & Turner, 1968), difficulty of perceptual processing

(Resnick,4970), syntactic strUcture, (Levin &

Schlesinger, 1968; Rode, 1974 -75), difficulty

,Kaplan, 1908, 1970;

of the material

031,uswel,,k 1920; Fairbankse1107), and task demands for the reading411

(Levi & Cohn, 1968). Since where the eye is defines the initia-

tion of the reading process and what the mouth is uttering definer,

the teimination of the oral reading process, each factor mist,' have

an effect at some point in tWitntervening process.
4rt"

For the current discussion, the most important factor among

those listea,is that syntactic structure increasep.the eye-voice

.1
span and that the,eye-voice span tends to terminate

clause boUhdaries. The usual has been that readers

read in-phraseor clause.units. The "wider may be actively con-.

at phrase and

structing4 hypothesis about what is being read and then testing

that hypothesis against the printed text. Thus, if reading is an

4
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active sampling, constructing, and testing process, then' one would

. expect hypothesis geneion to be defined by syntactic and

'semantic units: If so,the.reader piCcomprehonding the material

beforeoral production; in fact, it'is."the Admantitrepresentation

that'penmitarccirrect continuations after. the visual itimulus has
.

been removed from view.

s

- This interpretation of eye- voice- span is subject to the
, .

'same objection that we voiced ,to ,the usual interpretation of syn-

tactic-semantic' influence on oral reading. errors. lo the extept

that the eye -voice4pan is.influengled by the preceding context

and comprehension of the preceding meaning, then one does-not

have certain evidence that the reader has infact comprehended the

printed material before vocalizing it. One bay object that-our
,

g

argument rests on the premise that the reader has comprehended the

'preceding material. Although such may indeed be the cafe, the

reader may have comprehended the preceding material only after

he/she' had vocalized it, perhaps by having comprehension and oral

production run in parallel, or perhaps by comprehending the oral

output itself. In any case, comprehension prior to initiation of

oral production is- not required by bur premise.

Effects of age on eye-voice span result from differences in
, rt

readirig skill. As readers gain skill, they would.))e more ikeiY

. to:i4cutelore of the reading. process. before initiating oral

2.5
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4.

. .
,

.
production. .The mostscodimon selection criterion foi good .and

138

poi readers ineyevoiCe span studies is oral'reediwTraitei.
°

'(Morton, 1964, Levin & Turnerf,1968). ,Buswell (1920) fouddoa-

.

correlationttetween'oral readfilg rate --and a- standardized reading

1
_

,
., . -.

,

test. Bowevere for evidence from good and `poor readers to have _a
/. ..

.

.
-,

_

direct bearing' on differentiating the decoding end'comprehefision
.

hypotheses, readers would have 't(ibe claesifieil irideteryierrtly kin

decoding and on comprehensiOn.skiile '(Ciamer,'1970). 4

Task demands, either explicit' in the; I=tructed purpose fo'r

, l 5
a r, .

the reading (Levin & Cohn, 1968)' or implicit in:the_difficulti4W
. .: . .

the material (BusWell, 1920; Fairbanks,-1937)4could easily
, . .

,

influence the .point in the ading process7at whiCheralsptoductic41/,
.0

.

is initiated. Eyen skilled ult readers could be induced ,

I

initiate oral production immediately_ following decoding, if iihey
...

;_.

in fact do,Aot do so usually, rey sufficient payoffs for perfictlperfectly{
, .

correct pronundiation.

If readers in-eye- voice -span experiments are basing'their ,

responses in part on informed Constructions of preceding material,

then tbire should be errors embedded in the eye-voice span., Rode
,

-(1974-75),teported such errors for third, fOurth, and fifth

graders.. On 15% of-the trials an erroneous Word was substituted

for,a printed word between two (or more) correct words. She found

tOat 62%Lof the le errors were syntactically and semantidally
. *

ry
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appropripte and e,ei fewer violated the syntax of the sentence..,

In a rocagnition,tests following eye-voice span measurements,.

LeVinand Kaplan (1968) found extremely few false positive

responses (0.196},' indicating

But the recognition data and

that readers were not purely guessing.

the implied lack a pure,' uninformed
_1

guesiing:,,trategy do not contradict-Rode's results.

- Text alterations._ While the an4ysili of Sponteneously occur-

ring oral reading errors provides a wealth of information, not

infrequently the type of'error needed' to answer a specific question

is not lammitted. We then are,faceikw!.th the uncertainty of not

knowing whether the reader-vasot influenced bythat particular

aspect of reading or whether the text we chose for reading,did

not give him/her the opportunity to commit such an error. Th

uncertainty can be alleviated by building inconsistencies into the

text at the level we wish to study. If we are interested in

whether semantic access occurs,ya very infrequent, word, one

unlikely to be known by the.reader, or a pronounceable nonsense

word can be inserted into the text.- Or j.k we are interested in

Whether the reader is intiprating sentence meaning, we can insert

a word that .produces en inconsistency in.meaning. If oralreading.

ii disrupted in either instance, then we cap reasonably conclude

thatthe text was proclaimed at least to the level of the textual

change.,
V

27
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Siler (1973-74) attempted to differentiate between syntactic111

4^
4 and semantic determinants of oral reding errors. He introduced

.

semantic disruptions (a word that was the corredt part.of speech

but which was anomelousin context) and syntactic disruptioni

(inversion of onwpairlof words).' Syntactic disruption produced _

a larger effect on both oral reading time andoral reading errors

than add the semahtic one. However, it is .difficult to draw a

definitive conclusioh` fsvm these results because there is no

common stale on Which to compare the syntactic and semantic manipu-

lations (Danks, 1969; Dooling &. Danks, 1975).

Laserson (1974.-75) had college students read caxton's preface

to the Enevdos(1490) which was printed in Late Middle English

with variable spellings and an archaic syntactic-sepantic system.

741

In some conditiona, La rson-corrected only the syntax- semantics

.to conform with Modern English, o'corrected both the spelling eta

the syntax-semantics. Archaic syntax-semantids increased oral

reading time and the addition of variable spelling increased it

even more, but there were no difidrences in comprehension. The
dr

variable spelling and the archaic syntax-semantics probably affected

the performance system, but not reading-comprehension per se.

In bothiSilex's and Lazerson's_experiments, the disruptions

inioral reading were measured in terms of total time and total'

errors in reading a passage. Theis overall measures demonstrate

28
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that processing was proceeding to the level of taktual-klteration;

but 4iy are too-gross to determine whether the processing was b

occurrizig before or.after.oral production had been initiated. If

oral reading disfluencies are measured relative to a specific .

alteration in the text, then the point of initiation of oral pro-
,

.duction can be gpecified more precisely. Where the oral,reading

.disfluency occurs relatille to.ihe change in the!text provides a

N means of discriminating between the .decOding and comprehension

hypotheses. If the disfluency occurs before the reader has uttered

(iethe altered rt of the text, then the text must have been processed

to that level prior to initiating production. However, if the

disfluency occurs only some distance, after the altered section has

Jbeen uttered, then the processing at that level occurred mueh,later,.

perhaps even in,response to the oral output itself.

Three experiments have used a lade preciie procedure of intro-

S

ducing specific alterations and measuring oral reading disfluencies'
. 1.

in the immediately surrounding text. These three experiments have

introduced .the alterations at three different levels of processing-1-

lexice,1 access, syntactic and semantic integration, and inter-

sentence integration.

In order to determine tint effects of disrupting lexical access,

Miller (1975) introduced fOur types of modifications into para-,
graphsinfrequent words, pronounceable nonsense words with and

29
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withomi syqtictic Markers, and phonologically impossible se-.
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quanta.. lie.measured errors in the original text surrounding

the inserted, wtor4"hesitations,-incorreot intonation, and other.

performande variables were not measured. In second grader.' oral

, reading,. there were increased errors on the two words immediately .

pricedingand following the 'Inserted word,, but there was no effect

of the type of text alteration. Since none of the inserted words

were available in tAle.ispal dictionary of the child (including

tha..infrequent words), the reader was unable to locate the word

"in the ,metal dictionary before pronoulicing it. Thus,--.amantic

access occurring prior to oral

Miller and isakson (1976) 'assessed intra-sentence integration.

by substituting verbs in sentences. Semantic integration 'was dis-
,

rupted by replacing a transitive verb with another transitive verb

that,was.semanticelly macceptible. FOr-example, paid replaced

the verb paantedin the,sentence:Theold'farmer'planted the bean'

'seeds in the rich, broilp-soil." Both syntactic and semantic Ate-

gratfon were disrupted,py substituting an intransitive verb that

we... semantically anqpialous.as weal, e.g., went in the above

'-
sentence. Subjects were groups of fourth graders that had been

divided into good and poor comprehenders (more than or less than

one -half year abovior.balow grade level placement on the reading

oompreheMbion subtsst of the Iowa Test! of Basic Skiliarespective,

30
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all readers were within one -half year of grade placement on, the

143

vocabulary subtest). The only effect of the verb substitutions'
.

was increased oral reading errors at the verb position itself by
.s

-good comprohenders. Only the readers that were performing at a.,

relatively high level of-comprehension skill were processing the:'.`'

semantic and syntactic information. The results suggest that .

integration was occurring prior to the initiation-of the oral

response since the. production of the altered word itself wis

disrupted. Perhaps with even More skilled readers,. the disruption
ity

would occur ohe or more words prior to the-utterance of the altered

word.
4

In a recently completed study, wet assessed the disruptiim

A
effect of an inconsistency introduced into the text. Within a

paragraph,' a sentence was altered such that it was inconsistent

with a single critical word-in:the next 'sentence, bat ,not
.

..r*intent with the rest of the paragraph eitner'preceding or follow-
-

ing. For example, in the following pair of sentences (taken from

Patton's oeMoirs of World War II)," "...I then told him that, in-
..

..spite of my most diligent efforts, there would be some raping. I

should like to halve the details.as early as Possible so that.we

'can

WWI

haig these mei .

replaced with "I

helping by the soldiers," which pro:duce4 an inconsistency with 04e

He said that this was..., ". the .fiwrst sentence.
"

told him. there *mid whquestionably be some-

.31 :
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Critical word hha g in the second sentence. ..NOte.that the second

=sentence containing the critical word was not altered in any way.

There were 10 experimental paragraphs and the location of the "

text alteration varied in the paragraphs, Two grain of 10 ,

, -

college students read these passages aloud. Half of the paisages

for eacb group werd altered to prodUce the inconsistency and half

remained undWged:- Complementary sets of changed and unchanged

passages were presented to the two groups of readers. The intervals

between each 96-the five words preceding-and following the critical

.

..'
. ..

-1

word in the second sentence, as well as the length of time to say

4

t]e critical word itself, were measured by slowing the tape
1

recorder 'to one-iOurth speed.. . Because e *latency distributions 4112
were skiwed,the data were transformed ggrithmically.

Subtracting the control group means from the experimental
,

gtoup meats, the curve depicting differences in interword latenCies

across posktion in the sentence showed a disruption tegOnning about

two word intervals prior to the critical word and continuing for

throe word intervals following the critical word. There was con-
.

siderable variability among parilgraphs, however, so that while the.

mean differences over interword positions was significant across

readers, it was not significant across paragraphs. (The example

described in the preceding paragraph wars significant, however.).
0

Mit time to say 44 critical word itself was longer for the

"t
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experimittal group than 'for the, control groupt.a difference 'that

was significant across both readers and passages simultaneously.

. The results suggest that.the reader had comprehended the

_
Ma;.eriaI not only prior to initiating.oral productiam of the:

critical word, but.glbore uttering at least one word befoke the

Critical word. Detectpn of theinconsiitencY required a detailed

and integrated comprehension. It depended not just on access to

the lexical item in semantic memory and not just on comprehension

of the sentence currently being uttered, but on integration with
.

the semantic representation of the preceding sentence as well.

This integration with prior extra-sentential context requires

additional time to accomplish (DOoling, 1972). Even if one

assumes a constructive or top-down comprehension process, the match

between the expected meaning of thesecond.sentdhce and the actual

meaning must have occurred at an abstract level of representation:

compi ion must have occurred well ahead of oralduc-

tion, and to '4214 level of processing.

The Two Hypotheses Revisited

Qur conclusion from the literature review is that neither the

decoding nor the comprehension hypothesis-holds all the time, but

that the particular processes involvedin oral reading are redder

and taik'specific. A given reader with specific materials and a

definite purpose for reading will process the text to the extent
a

33
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that he /she is capable and to an e/ xtent:consistent with the

implicit or exOlicit purpose. The reader then will initiate the

oral production process at-that point. Mord callers are unable
ti

to progress beyond the decoding stage beforetinitiating their
4

oral production, but dialectal speakers are able to comprehend the

text before,initipting'production. Reader limitations, textual

variation, and'wpose effects apply in somewhat. different fashions.

The reading level of the reader, whether lamiteaby level of

acquisition (age or grade level) or by skill (good and r

readers), is a limitation of the 'system. It sets an upper limit
.

on the level of pr6osssing that the reader is able to attain. The

other two factors, difficulty of the text and the purpose of read-

ing, result in variation In the level of processing below the

1
maximum set by the reader's abilit14

Reading level. The level of readingskill sets .-an upper

4,
bound on the proces sing that a reader can accomplish prior to the

initiation of oral production. A limitation resultliag from leve

of acquisition is mosLften indexed by the age or the grade level

.of.the child. Good arg'poor.roaders typftally are defined by
/

whether or not they exceed or fall below the grade corre-

sponding to their chronological age. G there is a more

or less orderly progression in the acquisition of reading skill,

the level of reading acquisition will determine the maximal extent

34 )
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of processing before oral.production is initiated.
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The level of processing is not'independent of.rate of4pro-
.

ceasing and memory limitations. There is evidence tt children

do not diffei from adults in the absolute size of their, memory

capacity, but that children use their memory stores less efficiently

(Chi, in press). This impoverished ability to control to

select the relevant information to be stored is particularly

critical in reading where the input is under the control of the

reader and the integration of information must occur over a(span

of input. The reader must develop strategies for the efficient

intake of printed information. The rate must be sufficiently fast
N_

so that the requisite-information exists simultaneously in memory

so that it can be integrated.

However; if the initial stages of the reading procesi are not

suffiCiently fluent, or are not sufficiently automatic to proceed,

nelk

with minimal op no attention, then the rate of,inputiaill not Bee-

sufficiently rapid to overcome memory limitations. The beginning

phases of reading acquisition are-occupied with the practice of

c

1. N

decoding skills: When they become sufficientry automatic, attention

can be directed to the later c9mprdhension stages (LaBirge

Samuels, 1974). 0

lath increasing age.the readeebecomes better able to control

the strategies involved in processing so that they can be directed
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toward the particular task set for him/her, .Nst as he/she can

better control the strategies involved in the efficient itol-age

and retrieval of material, he/she can also control the reading

1

process to particular ends.
a

Purpose or'task. The reading task. influences the level of

processing accomplished. Keeping in mind that the revel of read-

ing acqbisition.sets an u#per,limit and that the age of the

reader may determine his/her ability to control the reading
4p

strategies, a reader can focus on decoding, on cothprehension, or

on oral production.. If the reader expects to be tested on his/her

4. . . .

knowledge otthe'content of the passage, then the reader will

4 ,

process the passage to a deeper level of meaning. However, if the
;

reader is. being evaluated (either implicitly or explicitly) solely

on oral production, then he/she may focus his/her attention.on

decoding and pronunciation, .thereby ignoring compraheniion.

Adults reading to an audience are likely to focus attention IAL

decoding'and oral performance, and not, be able to recall much of,

what was read.

For the school child Who must read for the teacher with the

class listenApg, he/she will probably pay particular attention to%

decoding and'oral production so as not to make a mistake. Typi-

*ally the teacher and the Other*.children are following the text, '

r- so )hat they will know immediately if he/she makes a mistake.

36
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This situation produces considerable preieure on the child to be

correct in his/he oral productions and to let comprehension of

the passage pass by. 'Pehrsson (1974) tested fifth graders under

such conditions. when the teacher focused attention on correct

decoding anal productAh, reading rate and comprehension

decreased, as one might expect. .But unexpectedly, ral reading

errors increased. In contrast to. Pehrsson's results, if the

Child has to retell What he/she has read following oral readings

then he/she is more likely to pay attention to comprehension.

Text difficulty. The text for the reader can varyjn diffi-

culty at several different levels. The type font may make it

difficult to discriminate the. letters, ,the vocabulary may be

difficult, the syntactic 'structure may be complex, and the idets

and conceptual-organization may be abstract or obscure. These

levels of difficulty will interact with the level of reading that

readeris capable of. If the reader is concentrating his/her

attention on decoking, either because opibility limiiktions or
. f

task orientation, thei the complexity of the syntax and the diffi-

culty of the coacopPlal structure will not have an effect on oral

production. This is simply a restatement of thiN.rationale _for,

the text alteration studies menti4ped previously., If there was an

inconsistency at a higher level than the reader was capable of

processing, then there would be'no disfluency in oral production.-

ale
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Comprehension procesies-in oral reading cannot be evaluated

by using a list of words. Lexical access can be assesseA, but

the meaning of isolated words is but a spall part of-thei,rocesseS

'involved in the `comprehension of.paragraphs. In prose compre-

.hensiOh, words must be amalgamated for sentence meaning. and

sentences integrated for textual meanNpg.

In summary, the decoding hypotheiis of oral reading holds in

certain contexts, with particular materials, and for certain types

of readers and the comprehension hypothesis holds in others. All

"three factors interact to determine the specificlevel of process-

ing which the reader will process the text. It is impossible

to to a.single conclusion as to whether the decoding hypothesis

or the comprehension hypothells is correct because which one

holds is conditioned by these, other factors:

Postscript.

In .his comments on our paper at the conference, Tom Trabesso
(

disCussed the lack of clear definitions of decoding and,comprehen-
,

sion. DecOdixi4 typically refers to the translation of print input

into an appropriate phonological code. Comprehension refers to

the process of extracting seining from the phonological code:

NeIther 0f.those definitions is precise enougi to know what

operatiOns one might-use to investigate each. Trabasso correctly
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asserted the need for procedural ddlinitions of decoding and

comprehension.
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The basic rationale behind bur discussion of the research

in oral reading was that oral reading reflects processing at k

variety of levels. Oral reading errors can be'classified as

being related to the graphic properties of the stimulus, or as

related tosyntax. Or semantics. SevOral levels of processing in

reading can be identified in terms orprocedurds_used to intro-

duce alterations in text, the effect of which are measured by

disfluencies in oral reading. At the lower 'processing levels,

perceptual processes can be disrupted by "Physically blurring words

so that distinguishing the critical properties is more difficult.
8

Graphic familarity can'be_a/t'red,by switching type faces or by

changes in handwriting.. The effect of disrupting some higher pro-

cessing levels was devaluated in the experiments. reviewed. Lexical

access was assessed by inserting very infrequent words or pro-

nouncsable nonwords (Miller, 1975). Whether'the reader was inte-

grating words within a sentence was determined by whether semanti-

cally and syntactically inappropriate words disrupted oral reading

(Miller & Isaksoti, 1976). Finally, we assessed inter -sentence
, .

integration by building inconsistencies betweep sentences in a

paisage.

The mocesiing hierarchy described in :the preceding' paragraph
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effIctiVely has eliminated the need for a distinction between

decoding and comprefiension. Which prOcessing levels tap decoding
,

and which tap compreheniion? The distinction is no longer formally

necessary because the levels of processing in reading have been

defined by the particular operiiions used to disrupt-each professing

level.

The original question- as to whether oral produciion is

initiated after decoding for after Compreheniion has been 14.xided.

One question is whether or not a particular level.of processing

(as defined by:a manipulation of the text) is involved in oral

reading. Any disruption in oral reading would provide evidence of -

processing at that level. Thecsecond question is whether oral

production is initiated before or'after processing at a particular,

level has occurred. This question is 'answered by the point of

disfluency in oral reading relative to the point of Alteration in

the text.- Disfluencies prior td"when the altered text it uttered

indicate processing at that level-has'been completed; disflnences

after the altered text has been uttered indicate oral production

was initiated prior to proCessing at that level.

With the proposed,ratiOziple it is not necessary to have a

compiehensive model of reading, althoughr one will be implicit in

the selection of -whabgrocessing' levels are interesting to
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4

manipulate: We do not claim that'the processing hierarchy

153

described above is exhaustive or definitive, but bit does illustrate
h:
"functional procedure by' which one can study reading processes.

I

..f

_
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- Figure Caption:

Figure 1. Two hypotheses about oral reading performance.
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qpni DISCUSSION OF DANES PRESENTATION

A N

SUPPES: .I thought of a test that would be interesting along the lines you are

talking about. How well can a trained listener judge- by a thiid'a oral
. .

production, whether-he is comprehending? And are there any experiments of that

. t 4,

.
kind?, And let se give a prolotneebefore you answer that. For rather different

-':-.=
.

*
reasons, I have recently gotten Aulte interested in prosodic features. It is a

1

.-. great- cuddle from an analytical standpoint, as to 'exactly bow we analyze and,we

r--

.41

organize, theoretically, proeodic features. rbake it that what you are saying

is that.an oral reader gives away his degree of comprehension by the prosodic

'features of his speech. I would be interested in how well we can actually judge

that ill a predictive fashion. And do/you know of any experiments?

DANES: I don'tiknow of any experiment!' on that point.

SUPPES: So you don't know whether you can judge oral production or not?

DANES: No.

,

I, like you, feel that we could prcably judge level of comprehension fairly

well ,particularly 'those teachers who have had sore experience listening to oral

reading. _Perhaps some of the teachers in the audience can comment.

INCE: 'I think skilled people can judge quite well, I think-'I can. Out of

cuflosity, I would like to be given a test some time to assess bow well I can.

But I am aware'tbat when I go through the classroohs and listen to kids read, I

seem tq be able to mil, judgments then. 2 know that when Helen Popp recently

visited our classrooms, she could judge very well, too.
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June

POPP: They can fool you.
4

BECK: It's true they do fool you once in awhile.

DAM: It would be superficially easy to set up such an experiment.

SUPPES: We want more, though, than the judgment. If you can do it, then you

have to be able to categorize-what features are present and missing in the

prosodic features.

OcCONKIE: -What about the bomputer? V

SUPPES: Well, actually the reason I got interested in it is Je are trying to.get

our computer to talk right,, and it

required -is in very poor shape.

turns out tbittnn linguistic analysis

RESNICK: You hateatigivesis.him conditions under which the decoding strategy

would Pe the adaptive one. It looks like it is what some people do when they

can't do anything better. Or have I misunderstood?

DANKO: that's true, although I' not a classroom teacher; but

. it' ay be even adaptive in a classroom.

r

RESNICK: Sometimes it needs the thichers, then.

DAMS: Yes. Bow many of Oa dlassroom teashers here would correct a child, or

say something to a child, if you suspected that the chitdaajnot
I

I
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comprehension baaed on the intonation cues? --/Ncpld you let that pasta and say, "I

have enough problem," or would you' try to evaluate a specific child's oral

4prodixiion? Assume you bad evidence that the child was not comprehending,

perhaps thiviugh story retelling, and that you are in the usual classroom as

opposed to when you are giving individualized instruction.

/RESNICK: There are iota of examples of teachers that say, "Read with feeling."

tir

DANKS: But that exhortation may not get the,child to actually colprehend.

RESNICK: It gets kids to produce a lot of prosodic features.

MIN

END SESSION
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